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UPtime Live
Maximising utilisation of your business-
critical commercial vehicle fleet



UPtime Live and you

UPtime Live plans and executes the most efficient 
vehicle maintenance programme to maximise your 
in life vehicle utilisation. It proactively manages all 
scheduled events, measures vehicle off road (VOR) time 
by the minute, and provides you with active defect 
management and rectification.

UPtime Live also captures, chases and manages all 
unplanned events too so you don’t have to. 

UPtime Live integrates with your vehicles’ telematics, 
which are required to provide proactive management 
of all service, maintenance and repair work. 

With real-time information available through a 
customer portal, UPtime Live provides up-to-the-minute 
status checks on every vehicle, making it a powerful 
fleet management tool.

UPtime Live is already reducing downtime, in pilot it 
saved our customer up to 60%*.

If you can see it, you can measure it and we do the 
managing through UPtime Live. 

Why use UPtime Live? 

Unless managed correctly, vehicle downtime can have a significant financial impact on 
the running of your fleet. We have developed UPtime Live, part of our integrated suite 
of fleet management tools designed to future-proof your business-critical operations.

Vehicle off Road (VOR) incurs costs and stops your 
business operating efficiently, impacting your 
competitive edge and bottom line. The estimated 
average daily cost of VOR is £727.**

The cost of the repair, servicing or maintenance work 
is just the beginning. You also need to factor in lost 
commercial opportunities, driver’s salary and potential 
reputational damage associated with vehicles being 
unable to fulfil their duties.

LeasePlan’s UPtime Live delivers a cutting-edge digital 
solution to downtime, helping you maximise your fleet’s 
utilisation and keep customers satisfied.
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Benefits of UPtime Live

  Reduces costs by helping fleets drive down VOR 
through real-time monitoring of scheduled and 
unscheduled work.

  Plans and executes the most efficient maintenance 
programme by using the telematics already in your 
vehicles. 

  Vehicles are maintained and to the highest levels, 
meeting your operational and legal obligations.

  Cuts administrations because everything you need 
is in one place and monitored 24/7.

  Live data available for you to answer incoming 
queries from business unit managers enabling them 
to manage their departments efficiently.

*A client in the contracts and construction segment reported a 60% reduction in VOR as a result of implementing Uptime Live

**Commercial Fleet article on Downtime management (2015) OR *Source: The Business of Managing Uptime, Commercial Fleet,  
2015 OR Fleet News article on End of Contract cost from Dec 2016 


